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ABSTRACT

DECREASED DICAMBA TRANSPORT DUE TO INCREASED FLAVONOID BIOSYNTHESIS: A CANDIDATE DICAMBA RESISTANCE MECHANISM

Resistance to dicamba (a synthetic auxin herbicide) has been documented in Kochia scoparia (L.) Schrad. populations since 1994, but the molecular mechanisms of observed resistance cases remain elusive. An RNA-Seq approach was used to identify transcripts with significantly differential transcription responses between inbred lines of dicamba-resistant (9425R) and dicamba-susceptible (7710S) K. scoparia in response to dicamba application. Among the significantly differentially expressed transcripts was both Chalcone Synthase (CHS), the first enzyme and rate-limiting step in the flavonoid biosynthesis pathway, and Flavonol 3'-Hydroxylase (F3'H), which catalyzes the conversion of quercetin into kaempferol, known inhibitors of auxin transport. In silico expression patterns of both transcripts were confirmed with qRT-PCR. An F₂ population derived from a cross of 9425R x 7710S segregating for the resistance phenotype was assayed for CHS and F3'H expression using qRT-PCR. Dicamba-resistant F₂ individuals displayed significantly higher CHS transcript abundance compared to dicamba-susceptible F₂ individuals, associating the resistance phenotype of 9425R with a greater overall flux through the flavonoid biosynthesis pathway. Increased production of the auxin transport inhibitors quercetin and kaempferol could reduce intercellular transport and vascular loading of dicamba, causing a substantial reduction in dicamba efficacy by reducing its translocation to sensitive meristematic tissue, thereby conferring the observed resistance phenotype.
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KOCHIA SCOPARIA

Overview

*Kochia scoparia* is an annual, herbaceous plant native to Eurasia. It was likely introduced to North America as an ornamental where it subsequently escaped cultivation, forming wild populations (Friesen et al., 2009). Since its escape from cultivation, this species has become one of the most problematic weedy species for cereal, soybean, and sugar beet production in the western high plains of North America (Bell et al., 1972; Mengitsu and Messersmith, 2002). A monoecious species, *K. scoparia* produces protogynous flowers wherein stigma emerge and are receptive to pollen before the anthers within the same flower release pollen. In addition, its shoot architecture mediates the above-ground biomass to break off at an abscission layer formed at the base during senescence and disperse seed in a tumbling fashion (Friesen et al., 2009). This method of seed dispersal has proven highly effective. Reports have identified individuals dispersing up to approx. 100,000 seeds up to 1 km (Beckie et al., 2016). The high rates of outcrossing mediated by the flowering system and long-distance seed dispersal through tumbling contribute to the high rates of gene flow observed within and among *K. scoparia* populations (Mengitsu and Messersmith, 2002; Friesen et al., 2009). In accordance, the species displays immense morphological diversity. The high genetic diversity has enabled adaptation to many selection pressures making the species successful in agronomic systems.
Agronomic Success

*K. scoparia* has successfully invaded no tillage (no-till) agronomic systems common to the western high plains of North America. Reports have shown up to twice the abundance of *K. scoparia* populations in no-till systems compared to conventional tillage systems (Friesen et al., 2009). This relative abundance may be explained both due to *K. scoparia’s* ability to germinate and establish early in the growing season when crop residues maintain cool soil temperatures (Friesen et al., 2009), leading to rates of soil seedbank recruitment up to four times higher than in conventional tillage systems. In addition, reduced tillage and dependence on chemical management strategies increases selection pressure for herbicide resistant phenotypes, which can rapidly dominate populations.

Abiotic Tolerance

*K. scoparia’s* tolerances to abiotic stress have greatly contributed to its success as an invasive species of croplands. Its tolerance to salt stress may be partially explained by its requirement for sodium as a micronutrient due to utilizing NADP-ME in C₄ photosynthesis (Pyankov et al., 1999). In addition to its specific requirement for sodium, *K. scoparia’s* C₄ photosynthesis also likely contributes to its high water use efficiency and therefore drought tolerance. The high photosynthetic output to transpiration ratio associated with this type of photosynthesis greatly contributes to its high water use efficiency (Wiese and Vandiver, 1970; Nussbaum et al., 1985; Collins and Jones, 1986). In addition to physiological advantages for water use efficiency, *K. scoparia’s* morphology is partially responsible for drought tolerance, with roots extending down to depths of 5m (Friesen et al., 2009). Finally, *K. scoparia* displays remarkable cold tolerance. It is able to germinate and emerge as early as March, with later
flushes possible throughout the growing season as moisture becomes available (Evetts and Burnside, 1972; Schwinghamer and Van Acker, 2008). Upon germination, emerged seedlings display tolerance to frost, enabling successful early establishment. The early establishment allows it to outcompete other weeds and crops, while continuous germination allows for temporal avoidance of management strategies such as tillage and herbicide application.

**Herbicide Resistance**

In response to the intense selection pressure generated by herbicide application, *K. scoparia* has evolved numerous resistance phenotypes. Its ability to rapidly evolve resistant populations has further contributed to its success in cropping systems. The first documented cases of herbicide-resistant *K. scoparia* were atrazine-resistant populations found in Kansas during the late 1970s (Heap, 2016). To date, fifty-four unique *K. scoparia* populations worldwide have evolved resistance to twenty-four unique herbicide molecules, comprising four herbicidal modes of action including photosystem II inhibition, Acetolactate Synthase inhibition (branched-chain amino acid biosynthesis), EPSP Synthase inhibition (aromatic amino acid biosynthesis), and synthetic auxins (Heap, 2016). Resistance to auxinic herbicides 2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) and dicamba are of particular current interest. Transgenic crops engineered for tolerance to each of these herbicides are expected to be approved for planting and post-emergence application of dicamba or 2,4-D (Behrens et al., 2007; Wright et al., 2010; Cao et al., 2011). Glyphosate-tolerant cropping systems were one of the most rapidly adopted weed management technologies in history following their introduction in 1996 (Dill et al., 2008). Glyphosate-resistant weed populations were first reported in 1998 (Powles et al., 1998), nearly 30 years after the introduction of glyphosate as a herbicide. Glyphosate-resistant
weed populations emerged as a major agricultural threat in agronomic crops due to the intense selection pressure generated by use of glyphosate in glyphosate-resistant crops without additional diversity in control methods (Powles, 2008). Research on current cases of dicamba and 2,4-D herbicide-resistant weedy populations before the release of the respective tolerant cropping systems presents an opportunity to predict the inheritance and mechanisms of inevitable future resistance cases before they evolve under intense selection pressure. This research provides insights for management and prevention of herbicide-resistance evolution in these next-generation cropping technology systems.

Since 1994, there have been eight documented cases of dicamba-resistant *K. scoparia* populations located throughout the western high plains of North America (Heap, 2016). Studies have failed to identify differences in dicamba uptake, translocation, or metabolism between resistant and susceptible biotypes (Cranston et al., 2001), but differences in root growth inhibition and gravitropism suggest that resistance in some populations may result from mutations in auxin signaling pathways (Goss and Dyer, 2003). Gene expression analysis of resistant and susceptible lines identified differences in expression of ACC synthase and a putative chloride transporter (Kern et al., 2005), but no validation experiments have confirmed the necessity of the observed transcription patterns for the corresponding resistant and susceptible phenotypes. To date, research on various dicamba-resistant *K. scoparia* populations has concluded that the observed phenotypes are likely results of differential perception of dicamba due to mutated auxin receptors or auxin-signaling genes (Cranston et al., 2001; Goss and Dyer, 2003), but no conclusive evidence has yet linked a molecular mechanism to any dicamba-resistance phenotype.
AUXIN BIOLOGY: *ARABIDOPSIS THALIANA*

**Auxin Perception**

Modern understanding of auxinic herbicide mode of action is derived from the vast body of research on the perception and signaling of indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) using the intensively studied model plant, *Arabidopsis thaliana*. This body of research has identified three core auxin signaling pathways initiated by the following receptor systems: Auxin Binding Protein 1-Transmembrane Kinase (ABP1-TMK) (Xu et al., 2014), S-Phase Kinase-Associated Protein 2A (SKP2A) (Jurado et al., 2010), and the SCF^{TIR1/AFBs} complex [SKP-Cullin F-Box (SCF), TRANSPORT INHIBITOR RESISTANT 1/ AUXIN-SIGNALING F-BOX (TIR1/AFB)] (Salehin et al., 2015). Receptors transduce the auxin signal through both unique and overlapping pathways involving a complex series of protein degradations, de-repressions, and transcriptional upregulation, resulting in rapid changes in cell morphology, polarization, elongation, division, and differentiation (Sauer et al., 2013).

Since its discovery nearly 40 years ago, Auxin Binding Protein 1 (ABP1) has been proposed as an auxin receptor. This protein is located in the apoplast, and associates with Transmembrane Kinases (TMKs) that transduce the auxin signal into the cytoplasm by activating ROPs [Rho-like guanosine triphosphatases (GTPases)] also associated with the cell membrane (Wu et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2014; Grones et al., 2015). This activation of ROPs leads to cytoskeletal rearrangements and regulates cell expansion (Rodriguez-Serrano et al., 2014). Additionally, ROP activity induces clathrin-dependent endocytosis of PIN-FORMED (PIN) auxin transporters (Robert et al., 2010), inducing changes in auxin concentration gradients among the root meristem and surrounding tissues. These activities produce changes in cell growth and differentiation, two important effects of auxin.
Transport Inhibitor Resistant 1 (TIR1) and Auxin Signaling F-Box proteins (AFBs) are F-box proteins which interact with a cullin (CUL1) and SKP1-like proteins (ASK1 or ASK2) to form SCF ubiquitin ligase complexes (Gray et al., 2001). This complex perceives auxin in conjunction with Aux/IAA transcriptional repressors, which recruit 26S proteasomes to degrade the Aux/IAAs, thus releasing Auxin Response Factor (ARFs) transcription factors from repression (Gray et al., 2001). Through the activity of de-repressed ARFs, a number of diverse developmental processes are promoted including cellular elongation, differentiation, and division.

The recently discovered auxin receptor, SKP2A is an F-box protein which acts as a positive regulator of auxin response and cellular division (Jurado et al., 2010). Root growth experiments using A. thaliana with mutations in both TIR1 and SKP2A showed an additive effect on auxin-resistant growth, implicating SKP2A activity in auxin response (Jurado et al., 2010). Further, SKP2A promotes division by targeting E2FC and DPB, known transcriptional repressors of cell-division (del Pozo et al., 2006). This function aligns with SKP2A’s regulation of auxin response through auxin perception with a binding pocket analogous to that observed in SCF$^{TIR1/AFB}$ complexes (Jurado et al., 2010).

**Auxin Transport**

The effects of auxin are dependent upon concentrations and gradients. Local gradients are important not only for determining the direction of auxin-induced growth, but also tissue differentiation and development (Sabatini et al., 1999; Benková et al., 2003; Blilou et al., 2005; Grieneisen et al., 2007). In addition to IAA diffusion across biological membranes according to the chemiosmotic model (Goldsmith, 1977), several families of auxin transporters (PINs,
AUX/LAX, ABC Transporters) control the flow of auxin across subcellular compartments and the cell membrane. In many cases, not only are expression and regulation of their transport activity important, but their location on the cellular membrane plays an important role in distributing auxin to other cells, establishing the required concentration gradients necessary for coordinated growth and differentiation among cells for proper development.

Polar auxin transport (PAT), wherein transporters exhibit asymmetric localization in the plasma membrane and direct intercellular auxin flow is controlled by the membrane-bound efflux proteins of the PIN-FORMED (PINs) and influx proteins in the AUX/LAX family (Kleine-Vehn et al., 2010; Swarup and Péret, 2012). The eight members of the A. thaliana PIN family have different localizations within the plasma membrane or on the ER with specific directional auxin efflux and cellular homeostasis associated with each protein (Gälweiler et al., 1998; Friml et al., 2002; Blilou et al., 2005; Zazimalova et al., 2010; Simon et al., 2016). In conjunction, the four A. thaliana AUX/LAX members serve as influx transporters for PAT. Developmentally, this gene family regulates the processes of root hair development, leaf phyllotaxy, vascular development of cotyledons, lateral root formation, and apical hook formation (Swarup and Péret, 2012).

Apolar and long-distance transport of auxin is largely maintained through the efflux activities of P-glycoproteins in the ABCB transporter class, including ABCB1, ABCB4, and ABCB19 (Geisler and Murphy, 2006; Kang et al., 2011; Henrichs et al., 2012; Ruiz Rosquete et al., 2012). Instead of maintaining proper development and growth through PAT, these transporters are implicated in non-polar transport due to their localization (Geisler et al., 2005). However, interactions with PINs has been suggested as a means of chaperoning localization to direct their transport flows in a polarized manner (Bandyopadhyay et al., 2007; Blakeslee et al.,
2007). Even when unaccompanied by PINs, ABCB transport of auxin is dependent upon and modulated by other interactions. TWD1, a member of the FK506 binding protein family, is a required interaction partner with ABCBs at both the plasma and vacuolar membranes for transport activity. Knockout *twd1* mutants display a “twisted dwarf” phenotype indicative of auxin mis-regulation caused by reduced auxin transport via ABCB transporters (Kamphausen et al., 2002; Bailly et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2010; Henrichs et al., 2012).

In addition to protein-protein complexes, auxin transport via ABCBs is regulated by endogenous flavonols. These secondary metabolites were first discovered to regulate auxin transport through experiments identifying molecules competing with the known auxin transport inhibitor, N-1-Naphthylphthalamic acid (NPA) (Jacobs and Rubery, 1988). Since then, kaempferol and quercetin have been shown to physically interact with and inhibit the auxin efflux activity of the TWD1/ABCB1 complex (Bailly et al., 2008). However, the relative effects of each class of flavonol appear to be tissue specific. Extensive research has provided evidence of a strong effect of quercetin on Arabidopsis root tissues (Murphy et al., 2000; Brown et al., 2001; Grunewald et al., 2011), while kaempferol derivatives have shown to inhibit auxin transport in shoots, independent of quercetin (Yin et al., 2014).

**DICAMBA HERBICIDE**

**Overview and Mode of Action**

Auxin-mimicking compounds were the first discovered synthetic herbicides (Sterling and Hall, 1997). Since its commercial introduction fifty years ago, dicamba has been widely used in agriculture. Its selective activity to control eudicots in cereal crops has been a valuable tool for weed management (Grossmann, 2010). Dicamba is classified as a synthetic auxin hormone
mimic due to physiological and morphological similarities with indole-3-acetic acid (IAA), a highly abundant endogenous auxin (Grossmann, 2010). It is known to interact with well-characterized auxin receptors (Gleason et al., 2011). Growth effects are dose-dependent and include stem curling, tissue swelling, leaf epinasty, and stunted growth, while physiological effects include stomatal closure and reduced transpiration, reduction of carbon fixation and central metabolism, and production of reactive oxygen species (Abel and Theologis, 1996; Kelley and Riechers, 2007; Grossmann, 2010; Sauer et al., 2013; Christoffoleti et al., 2015). Massive changes in gene regulation leads to ethylene and abscisic acid biosynthesis. These hormones initiate senescence, leading to both cellular and whole-plant death (Grossmann, 2010).

**Dicamba Resistance**

Beginning in 1990, twenty-three years after its commercial introduction, fourteen unique cases of field-evolved dicamba-resistant weed populations have been documented worldwide (Heap, 2016). While genetics studies have identified Mendelian inheritance patterns for some resistance cases (Jasieniuk et al., 1995; Preston et al., 2009), the molecular bases of these field-evolved phenotypes remain elusive. In contrast to field-evolved cases of dicamba-resistant weedy species, investigations of mutant *Arabidopsis thaliana* have provided insights into the complex activity of dicamba. Gleason et al. (2011) discovered that F-Box proteins TIR1 and AFB5 were both targets of dicamba. Reduced root growth sensitivity to dicamba in both *tir1-1* and *afb5* lines as well as the additive resistance observed in the double-mutant *tir1-1/afb5* suggest dual roles in dicamba perception. However, Walsh et al. (2006) found that *afb5-4*, a mutant with a different mutation within the same auxin receptor was reported to display 50-fold resistance to the picolinate auxin clopyralid, but showed no resistance to dicamba, an analog of
the aryloxyacetate auxin, fluroxypyr, or 1-naphthylacetic acid. These two studies suggest that AFB5 is a receptor of both dicamba and clopyralid with unique non-synonymous substitutions causing different conformational changes to the protein’s binding pocket, each of which leads to the exclusion of different auxinic herbicide compounds.

In addition to mutant analyses, genetic engineering efforts have successfully produced dicamba-resistant transgenic plants. A novel, three-component enzyme capable of converting dicamba into 3,6-dichlorosalicylic acid through $O$-demethylation of has been isolated from the soil bacterium, *Pseudomonas maltophilia* Strain DI-6 (Wang et al., 1997; Herman et al., 2005). This dicamba metabolism system has been engineered into two species with naturally low dicamba tolerances: *Arabidopsis thaliana*, tomato, tobacco, and soybean (Behrens et al., 2007). Maize, a monocot with elevated tolerance to dicamba compared to dicots, has also been transformed with the dicamba $O$-demethylase system (Cao et al., 2011). Transgenic maize lines display more robust dicamba tolerance, enabling higher crop safety and a wider developmental window of safe dicamba field applications (Cao et al., 2011). These transgenic cases provide evidence of a unique type of metabolism-based dicamba resistance, an unreported mechanism of resistance in wild populations of weedy species to-date.

In total, fourteen cases of dicamba resistance have been documented (Heap, 2016), but the mechanisms of resistance largely remain mysteries. Few resistant populations have been investigated further than establishing significantly reduced sensitivity to dicamba application via dose response bioassays. While inheritance patterns have been identified for some phenotypes (Jasieniuk et al., 1995; Preston et al., 2009), conclusive evidence of specific resistance mechanisms from physiological and molecular experiments remains elusive.
In 1990, a population of wild mustard (*Sinapis arvensis*) infesting spring barley and wheat cropping systems was identified as dicamba-resistant in addition to other auxinic herbicides: 2,4-D, dichlorprop, MCPA, mecoprop, and picloram (Heap and Morrison, 1992). This population has been extensively characterized to understand the inheritance, physiology and putative mechanisms of dicamba resistance. Jasieniuk et al. (1995) identified that the dicamba resistance phenotype of this population is inherited as a single gene, completely dominant nuclear allele. Further work failed to identify physiological evidence suggesting a mechanism of resistance due to the lack of differences in dicamba absorption, translocation, or metabolism in the resistant population compared to susceptible individuals (Peniuk et al., 1993). In light of these findings, Hall et al. (1993) quantified ethylene production in response to dicamba treatment, identifying a significantly greater generation of ethylene in the susceptible compared to resistant individuals, a finding which they conjecture resulted from differential dicamba perception caused by mutation of an auxin binding protein of unknown identity. Further support of this hypothesis was found by investigating the effect of dicamba application after pretreatments with either calcium or verapamil, a calcium channel blocker. Results showed that dicamba had a decreased inhibition of root growth when individuals were pretreated with calcium, while pretreatment with verapamil increased susceptibility to dicamba (Wang et al., 2001). While these experiments fail to identify genes conferring dicamba resistance, they confirm the role of calcium-mediated auxin signaling in the resistant response. Further work has characterized the binding affinity of ABP for ^3^H-IAA, identifying a low- and high-affinity binding sites in the susceptible biotype, but only a low-affinity binding site in the resistant biotype (Mithila and Hall, 2005). This finding suggests that high-affinity binding of ABP to auxinic molecules is required for herbicidal efficacy. Cell elongation studies comparing resistant
and susceptible wild mustard cell elongation to ABP1 antisense- and wild type tobacco cell elongation found significant biotype \(\times\) treatment effect for both the wild mustard and tobacco, providing further evidence that ABP activity may be responsible for stimulation of cell elongation and the resistance phenotype (Mithila and Hall, 2005). However, evidence confirming ABP’s role in wild mustard resistance to auxin molecules remains inconclusive.

Beginning in 1990, eight unique cases of field-evolved dicamba-resistant \(K.\ scoparia\) populations have been identified worldwide (Heap, 2016). The inheritance pattern for one documented phenotype has been identified (Preston et al., 2009). Physiological experiments identified significantly reduced ethylene production in the resistant line compared to susceptible (Belles, 2004), but no mechanisms of resistance have been confirmed. Various physiological experiments have found that resistant populations lack significant differences in absorption, translocation, and metabolism of dicamba compared to susceptible populations (Cranston et al., 2001). This lack of evidence for non-target site mechanisms of resistance and further studies identifying reductions in shoot gravitropism (Goss and Dyer, 2003) have led to speculations that differences in auxin-receptor proteins such as ABP, TIR1, AFBs, and SKP2A could confer the dicamba-resistance phenotype. Studies of transcriptional regulation have identified differentially expressed transcripts in response to dicamba treatment (Cranston et al., 2001), including a number related to ethylene biosynthesis. However, whether this pattern of transcription confers resistance or results from the resistance mechanism remains uncharacterized.
INTRODUCTION

*Kochia scoparia* is an annual, herbaceous weed native to Eurasia with high rates of outcrossing due to protogynous monoecious flowers. Prolific seed production along with high outcrossing rates results in large, highly genetically diverse wild populations. Since its introduction to North America as an ornamental species in the mid- to late 1800s, it has escaped cultivation and become one of the most common weeds of cultivated lands in the western high plains (Friesen et al., 2009).

Herbicides have been used extensively to manage wild *K. scoparia* populations, and evolution of herbicide-resistance has occurred repeatedly. To date, 54 wild populations of *K. scoparia* have been documented with resistance to 24 distinct molecules comprising four unique herbicide modes of action including inhibition of Photosystem II, inhibition of Acetolactate Synthase, inhibition of 5-enol-pyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase (EPSPS) and synthetic auxins (Heap, 2016).

With regard to synthetic auxins, eight populations of *K. scoparia* have evolved resistance to this mode of action. One such resistant population from Henry, NE was characterized as resistant to dicamba. The mode of inheritance for this phenotype has been characterized as resulting from a single, dominant gene (Preston et al., 2009). However, the molecular genetic resistance mechanism of this phenotype remains unknown. Therefore, the aim of this research was to identify the molecular basis of the dicamba-resistance phenotype of this population of *K. scoparia*. 


METHODS

Characterization of Lines

Dicamba Dose Response

Two genetically distinct, inbred *K. scoparia* lines known as 7710S (dicamba-susceptible) and 9425R (dicamba-resistant) (Preston et al., 2009) were used in this experiment. These lines were derived by single-seed descent for four generations followed by bulk seed production within lines for 13 generations. Seeds of 7710S and 9425R were planted in germination flats and transferred to 18-insert flats (8 x 8 cm pots) filled with custom blend potting mix (Fafard, Sun Gro Horticulture, Agawam, MA, USA), and grown in a greenhouse at 23°C, 14 hr light/ 10 hr dark photoperiod. Emerged individuals were grown to a size of 7 cm (approx. 6 weeks) and 18 individuals per line were treated with each of following dicamba doses (all dicamba applications used the commercial formulation Clarity): 0, 11.2, 56, 280, 1400, 7000, or 14000 g a.e. ha⁻¹ at an application volume of 187 L ha⁻¹. Applications were made using a XR TeeJet 11008 VS nozzle from a height of 40 cm using a cabinet spray chamber (DeVries Generation III Research Sprayer). Shoot height of each individual was measured at the time of application and two weeks after treatment. Eighteen individuals were measured at each dose and the experiment was conducted twice, for a total of thirty-six individuals of each line at each dose.

Statistical Analysis

The difference in shoot height for each individual was assessed as a relative percentage of the mean shoot growth of all 36 untreated individuals from the corresponding line. The relative percentage value was used as the response variable. Data for each line were fit to a four-parameter log-logistic model:
\[ Y = c + \frac{d - c}{1 + \exp \left[ b \left( \log x - \log e \right) \right]} \]

Where \( d \) is the upper limit, \( c \) is the lower limit, \( e \) is the GR\textsubscript{50} (dose causing a 50\% reduction in plant growth), and \( b \) is the relative slope around \( e \) using the ‘drc’ package (Ritz and Streibig, 2005) in the R statistical computing language (R Core Team, 2016). The difference between GR\textsubscript{50} estimates was compared with a t-test (Knezevic et al., 2007) and the relative difference was expressed as a ratio of 9425R to 7710S.

**RNA-Seq**

*Plant Material*

Eight R and S individuals were grown in 8 × 8 cm pots filled with custom blend Farfard potting soil in the greenhouse. About two months after sowing, these individuals reached a shoot height of 7 cm. Four individuals each of R and S were then treated with 280 g a.e. dicamba ha\textsuperscript{-1} using an application volume of 187 L ha\textsuperscript{-1}. The treatment was applied in a cabinet spray chamber (DeVries Generation III Research Sprayer) from a height of 40 cm using a XR TeeJet 11008 VS nozzle. Treated plants were returned to the greenhouse and at 12 hours after treatment, plant tissue was sampled from all sixteen individuals, consisting of four untreated 9425R individuals, four untreated 7710S individuals, four treated 9425R individuals, and four treated 7710S individuals. The three smallest expanding leaves (approx. 30mg) from the apical meristem of each individual were collected, placed in a 2 mL tube, and immediately flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. Tissues were stored at -80°C.

Plant tissue was ground to a fine powder in 2 mL tubes with polypropylene micropestles (tissues remained frozen during disruption). Total RNA was then extracted from the ground tissue using the Qiagen RNeasy Plant Mini kit following the manufacturer’s protocol with minor
modifications. Buffer RLT was utilized followed by a 2-minute incubation at 56°C, and 50 μL RNase-free water was used for final elution. Immediately after elution, yield and purity were measured with a NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer. RNA integrity (RIN) was measured using a 2 μL aliquot of each RNA extraction with an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer using the Plant RNA Nano assay. Quality scores for all samples met or exceeded a RIN score of 9.2. Following quality control assays, all samples were treated in solution with Qiagen RNase-Free DNase Set to remove contaminating DNA.

Alignment and Differential Expression

Strand specific RNA-seq libraries were prepared from RNA samples using the Illumina TruSeq Stranded Total RNA Library Prep kit. Libraries were prepared for 100 nucleotide paired-end sequencing from fragments with an average length of 250 nucleotides (80-500nt). All 16 libraries were barcoded, multiplexed, and sequenced in parallel on 4 lanes of an Illumina HiSeq 2500 flow cell, yielding 1.9 billion paired-end reads. Individual library yields ranged from 55.7 million to 63.4 million paired reads. Quality scores for all sequenced nucleotides equaled or exceeded 99.9% confidence (Q30 Phred score, ASCII offset 33).

A modified version of the de novo reference transcriptome generated by Wiersma et al. (2014) was used for this experiment. For each predicted gene locus, only the contig containing the longest predicted open reading frame as predicted by TransDecoder was retained. This resulted in a 36-Mb transcriptome with 41% GC content contained in 34,933 contigs with an N50 contig size of 1,749. Putative annotations were assigned for contigs based upon the identity of BLASTx (Camacho et al., 2009) hits. Putative annotations were assigned to 14,223 contigs (40.7% of total reference) based upon matches to the TAIR10 protein database (Berardini et al.,
Of the remaining contigs, 14,940 (42.7% of total reference) were annotated using the UniProt database (Bateman et al., 2015), and 5,770 (16.5% of total reference) had no matches.

Reads were aligned to a reference transcriptome using the Bowtie2 short read aligner (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012). All possible end-to-end alignments were identified using the “very-sensitive” preset option of Bowtie2. The majority (70%) of reads aligned concordantly (paired reads aligning in the expected orientation) once, <1% of reads aligned concordantly more than once, and 29% of reads did not align concordantly. Only aligned reads with a MAPQ score ≥30 were retained for downstream analysis. The SAMtools function “idxstats” (Li et al., 2009) was used to extract raw read counts for each transcript in the reference. The data were further analyzed with edgeR (Robinson et al., 2009), which uses a negative binomial distribution, estimates dispersions by conditional maximum likelihood, and assesses differential expression with an exact test adapted for overdispersed data. Transcripts were only considered expressed if at least 2 libraries met or exceeded 1 count-per-million (CPM). Unexpressed transcripts were eliminated from downstream analysis. The “calcNormFactors” function computed “effective library size” for each sample, which accounts for RNA composition – the relative proportion of a library represented by very highly expressed genes, which may cause under-sampling of more lowly expressed genes. The data were analyzed by fitting the negative binomial generalized linear model (GLM), “Y = Line + Treatment + Line*Treatment”, with calculated Cox-Reid dispersion estimates to accounts for technical and biological variance in the data. Finally, each term in the GLM was assessed for differentially expressed transcripts using a likelihood ratio test with the following cutoff criteria: log₂ fold-change in expression ≥ 2, and False Discovery Rate (FDR) adjusted p-value ≤ 0.05.
In order to focus only on transcripts differing between lines in response to dicamba, significantly differentially expressed transcripts identified by the interaction term, “Line*Treatment” were selected for further investigation. The selected transcripts were assessed for overrepresented keywords associated with their ortholog annotations from the *Arabidopsis thaliana* database using GeneCloud software (Krouk et al., 2015). Additionally, the same set of transcripts was used to generate a clustered heatmap to identify clusters of transcripts with similar expression trends.

These transcripts were clustered into expression profiles. The appropriate number of K-means clusters to be used for clustering was identified as k=21 according to Silhouette Width determined by the “clValid” package in R (Brock et al., 2008). Mean log$_2$CPM expression values for each experimental modality were clustered into 21 K-means clusters using the “pheatmap” package in R (Kolde, 2015). Each unique cluster was individually tested for enrichment of transcript annotation keywords using GeneCloud software to identify keywords and processes related to expression trends among significant transcripts. The combined dataset of keyword enrichment with expression profile clustering was interpreted using physiological evidence to identify transcripts of interest for further investigation and expression validation.

*SNP Genotyping from RNA-Seq Alignments*

Consensus sequences for both 7710S and 9425R were produced using RNA-seq alignment data from all eight individuals of each line. The SAMtools function ‘mpileup’ (Li et al., 2009) extracted summary information from all eight alignment files per line, a call for each base was made using the BCFutils function ‘call’, and VCFutils was implemented to convert the data to a fastq file. In addition, putative peptide sequences were determined from fastq data files
for known auxin receptors: ABP1, TIR1, AFB3, AFB5, and SKP2A as well as the auxin transporters: PIN3, PIN4, PIN5, AUX1, LAX2, ABCB1, ABCB19. Peptides were determined by extracting the amino acid sequence of the longest open reading frame for each line as determined using the ExPASy Translate tool (Artimo et al., 2012). Consensus sequences for 9425R and 7710S lines were then compared to identify SNPs using the Needleman-Wunsch alignment algorithm in EMBOSS (Rice et al., 2000).

Validation of in silico Candidate Expression via qRT-PCR

*In silico* differential expression results from RNA-seq were experimentally evaluated with qRT-PCR. Aliquots of the same RNA samples used for RNA-seq were used for this assay (see tissue sampling from RNA-seq). For all samples, 1 µg of RNA was treated with DNase I (Thermo Scientific) according to manufacturer instructions, immediately followed by first-strand cDNA synthesis with qScript™ cDNA Synthesis Kit (Quanta Biosciences), primed by both random hexamer and oligo-dT primers.

Seven genes with the following annotations: Acetolactate Synthase (ALS), Sucrose Non-Fermenting 1 (SNF1), Cullin 1 (CUL1), Actin-1, CCG Binding Protein 1 (CBP1), Peroxidase 2 (PERX2), and Exocyst Complex Component SEC5 (SEC5) were evaluated for utility as normalization genes in qRT-PCR based on transcription stability measured with CPM and scored by coefficient of variation. Expression was measured in RNA from 7710S and 9425R shoot apical meristematic tissues under untreated and dicamba-treated conditions (n=12) using a CFX Connect™ Real Time PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad) and Ct stability was assessed with BestKeeper (Pfaffl et al., 2004). ALS, Actin-1, and SEC5, the three primer sets with the lowest
standard deviation of $C_T$: 0.48, 0.46, and 0.50, respectively, were chosen as qRT-PCR normalization genes.

Relative expression of CHS, F3’H, and FLS was assayed by qRT-PCR. All reactions were performed in duplicate and for each primer set, a reaction with no template cDNA was used as a negative control. Each reaction contained a 20µL volume consisting of 10µL PerfeCTa SYBR Green Fastmix (Quanta Biosciences), 2.5µL of 1:20 diluted cDNA, 1µL of primers (1:1 mixture of forward and reverse primers (Table 1) at 10µM each), and 6.5µL of distilled, nuclease-free water. Thermal cycling of samples included a 15-minute incubation step at 95°C followed by 35 cycles 95°C for 30 sec and 60°C for 1 min. A melt curve analysis followed cycling to confirm the presence of a single product for each reaction. Relative expression of target transcripts was calculated using a modified version of the $2^{ΔC_T}$ method wherein $ΔC_T = \text{[geometric mean of normalization genes Actin-1, ALS, and SEC5 } C_T's - \text{ gene of interest } C_T]$. All primers were empirically determined to have amplification efficiency between 90 and 110%, confirming the equivalent efficiencies required to calculate relative expression using the $2^{ΔC_T}$ method (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001; Schmittgen and Livak, 2008).

**Hypothesis Testing: Forward Genetics**

Quantification of differential expression with RNA-seq led to the hypothesis that increased transcription of the flavonol biosynthesis pathway is increasing the quantity of the auxin transport-inhibiting flavonol compounds quercetin and kaempferol. This hypothesis was tested using the following methods.
Breeding

Relative transcription values validated with qRT-PCR were evaluated using a forward genetics approach with an F₂ population produced from 7710S and 9425R lines. The dicamba-resistant phenotypes of all 9425R individuals used in crosses were confirmed by survival after 1× dicamba treatment (280 g a.e. ha⁻¹). Susceptibility of 7710S was not confirmed with treatment due to the lethality of phenotype validation. Twelve individuals of both 9425R and 7710S lines were allowed to cross-pollinate in an enclosed pollination chamber with directional airflow. Due to the dominant, single-gene Mendelian inheritance of the dicamba-resistance phenotype, all 7710S flowers pollinated by 9425R produce dicamba-resistant individuals (Preston et al., 2009). Putative F₁ seeds were collected from 7710S parental individuals and treated with a 1× application of dicamba to confirm successful crossing with 9425R pollen. Surviving F₁ individuals were self-pollinated and F₂ seed was collected. Mendelian, 3:1 segregation of resistant to susceptible phenotypes in the F₂ population was confirmed with a 2× application of dicamba (560 g a.e. ha⁻¹). 7710S and 9425R individuals were used as positive controls for classification of resistant and susceptible F₂ phenotypes in response to dicamba application.

Relative Expression Quantification

Leaf tissue from the shoot apical meristem (~30mg) was collected twelve hours after treatment with 560 g a.e. ha⁻¹ dicamba, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C until disruption using a TissueLyser II (Qiagen). Dicamba-R (F₂R) and dicamba-S (F₂S) F₂ individuals were identified at 14 days after treatment, and these individuals were selected for total RNA extraction from disrupted tissues using the TRIzol (Invitrogen) method and relative expression
quantification of CHS, F3'H, and FLS was conducted as described above (see RNA-seq Validation).

**CHS Copy Number Quantification**

Fresh tissue was collected from the lowest fully-expanded leaf of the same F$_2$R and F$_2$S individuals sampled for relative expression quantification assays. DNA was extracted from frozen tissue using the CTAB method. Relative CHS:ALS genomic copy number was quantified for each individual. Reactions were performed in duplicate and for each primer set, a reaction with no template genomic DNA was used as a negative control. Each reaction contained a 20µL volume consisting of 10µL PerfeCTa SYBR Green Fastmix (Quanta Biosciences), 4µL of 5 ng/µL genomic DNA, 1µL of primers (1:1 mixture of forward and reverse primers at 10µM each), and 5µL of distilled, nuclease-free water. Thermal cycling of samples included a 15-minute incubation step at 95°C followed by 35 cycles 95°C for 30 sec and 60°C for 1 min. A melt curve analysis followed cycling to confirm the presence of a single product for each reaction. Relative CHS:ALS genomic copy number was calculated using the $2^{\Delta C_T}$ method wherein $\Delta C_T = [ALS C_T – CHS C_T]$ (Schmittgen and Livak, 2008).

**RESULTS**

**Characterization of Lines: Dicamba Dose Response**

Dicamba response phenotypes of both inbred lines were characterized with a dose response experiment (Figure 1, Figure 2). The four-parameter log-logistic models fit for each line demonstrate significantly different responses to dicamba treatment [9425R: $f(x) = 1.75 + (105.79)/(1+e^{1.2(\log(x)-\log(1.51))})$, GR$_{50}$ = 84 g a.e. dicamba ha$^{-1}$; 7710S: $f(x) = -0.21 +$]
\[
\frac{98.62}{1+e^{1.93(\log(x) - \log(0.3))}}, \text{GR}_{50} = 427 \text{ g a.e. dicamba ha}^{-1}]. \text{7710S displayed more pronounced epinasty and senescence at lower doses of dicamba than 9425R. Additionally, the ratio of GR}_{50} \text{ values shows 5\times resistance to dicamba in 9425R compared to 7710S (Table 2). The significant phenotypic differentiation between lines provides grounds for RNA-seq investigation of differential gene expression in response to dicamba treatment.}
\]

**RNA-seq**

*Differential Expression*

A principle components analysis (PCA) of whole-transcriptome expression profiles for all 16 individuals shows primary differentiation of the data by genetic background, while individuals are secondarily differentiated by treatment (Figure 3). All 7710S individuals cluster positively according to Principle Component 1 (PC 1) while 9425R individuals cluster with negative values. Additionally, dicamba-treated individuals cluster negatively according to Principle Component 2 (PC 2) whereas untreated controls cluster positively. The distinct clusters of replicates within all four experimental modalities suggests whole-transcriptome consistency among biological replicates. A Venn diagram (Figure 4) displaying significant transcripts identified by each term of the generalized linear model confirms the primary effect of genetic background (1,449 total transcripts) and secondary effect of experimental treatment (717 total transcripts) predicted by PCA with regard to significant differential expression. In an effort to understand the significant differences in expression between 9425R and 7710S in response to dicamba treatment, the significantly differentially expressed transcripts identified by the GLM interaction term, “Line*Treatment” were chosen for further analysis.
A total of 386 transcripts were identified as significantly differentially expressed by the interaction term. Keyword enrichment of transcript annotations in this list were assessed for overrepresentation in the dataset (Figure 5). Identified keywords included biotic and abiotic stress and signaling, resistance, transport, and movement. Identification of these keywords is expected, given the known cross-talk between auxin signaling and biotic-stress response pathways.

Auxin Receptor and Transporter SNPs

The *in silico* genotyping of well-characterized auxin receptors: ABP1, TIR1, AFB3, AFB5, and SKP2A as well as the auxin transporters: PIN3, PIN4, PIN5, AUX1, LAX2, ABCB1, ABCB19 found no non-synonymous SNPs between 9425R and 7710S for any of these transcripts (Table 3). The lack of SNPs suggests that the differential dicamba-response phenotypes of 9425R and 7710S are not due to differences in dicamba perception or transport coming from truncated proteins or point-mutations causing conformational changes in any of these proteins.

Hypothesis Generation

Dicamba translocation experiments with 9425R using $^{14}$C radiolabeled dicamba treatments have demonstrated reduced acropetal and basipetal translocation of dicamba from the site of application compared to susceptible lines (M. Jugulam, Kansas State University, personal communication). This evidence suggests that 9425R may exhibit reduced dicamba loading into both xylem and phloem or vacuolar sequestration. Additionally, dicamba was not differentially metabolized in 9425R and 7710S (M. Jugulam, Kansas State University, personal communication).
communication). These findings suggest both that the distinct dicamba response phenotypes of these two lines are not differentiated by dicamba detoxification through metabolism. It also suggests that dicamba conjugation to a sugar, glutathione, or amino acid is not necessary for the reduced dicamba translocation observed in 9425R.

In light of this physiological evidence regarding reduced dicamba translocation, each cluster of transcripts in the clustered heatmap (Figure 6) identified by the GLM interaction term were investigated for enriched keywords with links to xenobiotic transport or sequestration including: “membrane”, “movement”, “transport(er)”, “vacuole”, and “wall”. Cluster B revealed Flavonoid 3’-Hydroxylase (F3’H, TRANSPARENT TESTA 7), the enzyme responsible for determining the ratio of quercetin to kaempferol derivatives in the flavonoid biosynthetic pathway (Figure 7). The reduced dicamba translocation observed in 9425R (M. Jugulam, Kansas State University, personal communication) and the identification of the flavonoid pathway with differential expression analysis suggests that flavonoid metabolites may be responsible for reducing the transport of dicamba in 9425R compared to 7710S. Both quercetin and kaempferol metabolite classes are known modulators of auxin transport and vascular loading (Jacobs and Rubery, 1988; Murphy et al., 2000; Brown et al., 2001; Buer and Muday, 2004; Geisler and Murphy, 2006; Morris and Zhang, 2006; Peer and Murphy, 2007; Zhao and Dixon, 2010).

Further investigation of the flavonoid biosynthesis pathway revealed pairwise expression differences in Chalcone Synthase (CHS, TRANSPARENT TESTA 4), Chalcone Isomerase (CHI, TRANSPARENT TESTA 5), and Flavonoid 3-Hydroxylase (F3H, TRANSPARENT TESTA 6). All were significantly upregulated in 9425R compared to 7710S under dicamba-treated conditions (Figure 8), suggesting greater metabolic flux through the flavonoid biosynthesis pathway in 9425R compared to 7710S. This proposed increase in expression would lead to higher quercetin
and kaempferol derivative concentrations and may reduce dicamba translocation in both basipetal and acropetal directions through reduction or inhibition of intercellular transport and vascular loading via known auxin transporters ABCB1, ABCB4, or ABCB19 (Di Pietro et al., 2002; Geisler and Murphy, 2006; Morris and Zhang, 2006; Blakeslee et al., 2007; Bailly et al., 2008). Notably, no differences in transcription were identified among ABCB1 or ABCB19 in silico (Figure 9). No transcripts annotated as ABCB4 exceeded 500 nucleotides and were not analyzed.

**Hypothesis Validation**

*qRT-PCR Validation of in silico Candidate Expression*

RNA-seq expression values were validated with qRT-PCR relative expression assays using the $2^{-\Delta CT}$ method (Schmittgen and Livak, 2008). Quantitative transcription values from RNA-seq (CPM) for each transcript were divided by the geometric mean of the same housekeeping genes used in qRT-PCR and thus expressed as relative values comparable to the $2^{-\Delta CT}$ method. Values generated with each method were plotted on separate axes and linear regressions were fit to the mean expression value of each experimental modality for WRKY23, CHS, F3’H, and FLS (Figure 10). The linear regression using all transcripts and experimental modality means showed high correlation of the two methods ($Y = 2.016X – 0.1597$; $R^2 = 0.83$), suggesting consistency of transcription quantification both in silico and via qRT-PCR techniques.

Three key enzymes in the flavonoid biosynthesis pathway were chosen for validation, including the rate-limiting step, CHS; the enzyme responsible for determining the ratio of kaempferol to quercetin derivatives, F3’H; and the enzyme responsible for converting
dihydroflavonols to their active flavonol forms, FLS. CHI and F3H were excluded from validation due to their lesser roles in determining the overall metabolic flux through the pathway compared to CHS and their lack of impact on the relative output of various flavonoid metabolite classes. CHS, F3'H, and FLS were assessed for transcription level expression in the same total RNA samples used for RNA-seq. Expression of each transcript was analyzed with a two-way ANOVA to test for effects of “line”, “treatment”, and “line*treatment”. F3’H displayed a significant “line*treatment” effect (p=0.04) (Figure 11.B) and FLS showed no significant effect of “line”, “treatment”, or “line*treatment” Figure 11.C). Importantly, CHS displayed a significant effect of “line” (p=0.004), suggesting a constitutive expression difference between 9425R and 7710S. Constitutive CHS expression difference between 9425R and 7710S was confirmed with a t-test with Welch’s correction (p=0.01) comparing all eight individuals (control and dicamba-treated conditions together) of each line (Figure 11.A). This difference in expression suggests increased flux through the flavonoid biosynthetic pathway in 9425R compared to 7710S and greater quantities of kaempferol and quercetin, which could be reducing dicamba efficacy by inhibiting its translocation.

Differential gene expression between biotypes may be explained by genomic copy number variation (Gaines et al., 2010). To address this possible cause of increased CHS transcription in 9425R compared to 7710S, genomic copy number of CHS was calculated relative to ALS using qPCR. Relative CHS:ALS copy numbers of 9425R and 7710S were observed as 0.96 and 1.12, respectively. (Figure 12). This finding confirms that duplication of the CHS locus in 9425R has not occurred and thus does not explain the increased transcription of CHS compared to 7710S. However, undiscovered cis- or trans-acting elements may confer the observed difference in CHS transcription between 9425R and 7710S.
Forward Genetics: Candidate Expression and CHS Copy Number

Previously established single-gene, dominant Mendelian inheritance of the dicamba-resistance phenotype was confirmed with forward genetics phenotyping using an F$_2$ population derived from a self-pollinated F$_1$ cross between 9425R♂ and 7710S♀. F$_2$ individuals were visually assessed as resistant or susceptible in response to dicamba treatment using lines 9425R and 7710S as positive controls for resistant and susceptible phenotypes, respectively. The 3:1 ratio of resistant to susceptible individuals in the F$_2$ population demonstrated by Preston et al. (2009) was confirmed with a chi-squared test for goodness of fit (Table 4). Candidate transcript upregulation was tested for co-segregation with the resistance phenotype in this segregating F$_2$ population.

CHS, F3’H, and FLS were chosen for qRT-PCR relative expression quantification in dicamba-resistant F$_2$ individuals (F$_2$R) and dicamba-susceptible F$_2$ individuals (F$_2$S) using RNA extracted from apical meristematic tissues twelve hours after dicamba treatment (Figure 13). F3’H, which was predicted to have greater expression in F$_2$R showed significantly greater expression in F$_2$S ($p = 0.001$, Welch’s unpaired t-test), suggesting that the expression profile observed in 9425R is not responsible for the resistance phenotype. Importantly, F$_2$R individuals displayed consistent and significant upregulation of CHS compared to F$_2$S individuals ($p = 0.0004$, unpaired t-test with Welch’s correction), confirming the expression profile segregation predicted by RNA-seq and confirmed with qRT-PCR. These findings suggest that while the relative abundance of kaempferol to quercetin does not confer resistance, increased flavonoid biosynthesis may
DISCUSSION

RNA-seq: Conclusions

Physiological evidence identified no difference in dicamba metabolism between 9425R and 7710S lines, and a significantly lower translocation of dicamba in 9425R compared to 7710S suggesting that reduced capacity for translocation of dicamba could be involved the resistance phenotype of 9425R (M. Jugulam, Kansas State University, personal communication). As such, significantly differentially expressed transcripts identified by RNA-seq were investigated for transcripts related to intracellular sequestration, intercellular transport, and vascular loading of endogenous auxin, indole-3-acetic acid (IAA), given dicamba’s auxin-mimic mode of action (Grossmann, 2010).

CHS was identified as a candidate gene due to its role in the biosynthetic pathway of the flavonols quercetin and kaempferol. In addition to their anti-oxidant activities (Keilig and Ludwig-Mueller, 2009; Nakabayashi et al., 2014), quercetin and kaempferol are known inhibitors of auxin transport in both root tissues (Grunewald et al., 2011; Kuhn et al., 2011; Kuhn et al., 2016) and shoot tissues (Ringli et al., 2008; Yin et al., 2014) where they interact with ABCB proteins known to transport auxin. Further investigation of the flavonoid biosynthesis pathway showed constitutive and post-treatment upregulation of CHS, CHI, and F3H in 9425R compared to 7710S (Figure 12). CHS and F3'H were chosen for forward genetics validation due to their key roles as the rate-limiting step in flavonoid biosynthesis and determinant of the ratio of quercetins to kaempferols. Expression of these two transcripts with qRT-PCR in an F_2 population segregating for resistance identified significantly higher expression of CHS in F_2R individuals compared to F_2S individuals. This co-segregation of the resistance phenotype with upregulated CHS associates the dicamba-resistance phenotype to a higher metabolic flux through
the flavonoid pathway (Figure 13). Greater flavonoid pathway biosynthetic flux should lead to increased production of kaempferol and quercetin, which are known to inhibit intercellular transport and vascular loading of auxin. Thus dicamba movement may also be reduced by this mechanism, inhibiting translocation to sensitive meristematic tissue and conferring the observed resistance phenotype.

The lack of differential dicamba metabolism in the physiological data and the significant reduction of dicamba translocation strongly supports the present hypothesis of dicamba transport reduction caused by increased production of flavonol metabolites. The forward genetics approach of this study provides evidence that the resistance phenotype is inherited with upregulation of CHS compared to the susceptible phenotype. Although this provides an association between expression and phenotype, the evidence is far from conclusive. This hypothesis requires further genetic evidence and quantification of flavonol metabolites to implicate their role in the reduction of dicamba transport.

Further Work: Mutant Analysis, Analytical Chemistry, and Mapping

Further confirmation of the relationship between phenotype and expression pattern will include experiments using *Arabidopsis thaliana*. A CHS knockout line of *A. thaliana* will provide the necessary tool to isolate and implicate individual genes in the resistance phenotype. A dose response experiment will isolate the effect of this gene knockout compared to the wild type genetic background and assess the impact of CHS on dicamba-resistance. If the proposed hypothesis holds true, the knockout mutant should display increased susceptibility to dicamba compared to wild type. Additionally, an Arabidopsis line transformed with a copy of the CHS gene preceded by a constitutive overexpression promoter should display increased resistance
compared to the wild type. The results of these two dose response experiments will either disprove the hypothesis or provide it with strong molecular genetic support necessary to justify further experimentation.

While lines of CHS knockout and overexpressing lines may provide evidence to suggest a role for CHS in dicamba-resistance, these experiments lack the power to implicate the role of quercetins and kaempferols in inhibition of dicamba transport. As such, if the proposed Arabidopsis dose responses support the hypothesis that increased quantities of quercetin and kaempferol reduce dicamba transport, quantification of these two metabolites will be necessary. Although undetected in the reference transcriptome or RNA-seq analysis and therefore unmeasured, increased activity of Dihydroflavonol 4-Reductase (DFR) could shunt flux toward tannin and anthocyanin biosynthesis, reducing the production of kaempferol and quercetin (Figure 7). As such, quantification of the metabolites will be necessary to account for unmeasured gene expression which could confound the current hypothesis. Quantification of implicated auxin-transport modifying flavonol conjugates in 9425R, 7710S, F2R, and F2S will enable a correlation of phenotype with metabolite profile. This experiment, building on the molecular genetic evidence provided by the CHS knockout and overexpression lines, will provide further evidence required to implicate the role of flavonols on the dicamba resistance phenotype.

Finally, as a complement to the RNA-seq experiment, a genome mapping experiment will identify regions of the *K. scoparia* genome associated with the resistance phenotype of 9425R. While currently in progress, assembly of the Kochia genome has reached sufficient quality to enable genome-wide association studies. Sequencing following genome complexity reduction produces thousands of SNP loci, which when aligned to the genome reference will be utilized to
identify genomic regions that significantly associate with the resistance phenotype in an F₂ population segregating for dicamba-resistance (see Methods). Genes in these associated regions will be assessed for function annotations related to flavonol biosynthesis, regulation of the flavonol biosynthesis pathway, and auxin transport. This project will either add support for the current hypothesis by adding genome mapping evidence to the observed CHS and F3’H expression patterns identified by forward genetics approach or produce data to generate new hypotheses regarding the molecular mechanism of dicamba transport inhibition.
Table 1 – Real-Time PCR Primers. Primers used for qRT-PCR relative expression assays and for qPCR genomic copy number assays.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transcript</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Sequence 5’→3’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actin-1</td>
<td>Actin-1_F</td>
<td>GAGCATCCTGTCTTTACTGACTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actin-1_R</td>
<td>ATGAGAGAACGGCCTGAATG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALS</td>
<td>ALS_F</td>
<td>ATGCAGACAATGTGGATAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALS_R</td>
<td>TCAACCATCGATACGAACAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC5</td>
<td>SEC5_F</td>
<td>TATGGACTCAGACATGTATGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEC5_R</td>
<td>CTGATTCCAATGTGACTGCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS</td>
<td>TT4_10090_F</td>
<td>TTCAAGGAACGCTGTGAAGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TT4_10090_R</td>
<td>CCAAAATTGGGCTAAAGGAAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3’H</td>
<td>TT7_1223/850_F</td>
<td>GGTTATGTGAAGAGAATGAAGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TT7_1223/850_R</td>
<td>CTGAACCTTCTGTACCACCGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLS</td>
<td>FLS_15979_F</td>
<td>AGTTAATGGAGGAGAAGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FLS_15979_R</td>
<td>AGAATCAAACGGACTAAGCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRKY23</td>
<td>WRKY23_6166_F</td>
<td>AACAGGAGCAGATTTGCAAGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WRKY23_6166_R</td>
<td>CCAATAACCATCGGCTTCC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 2 – Dose Response Curve Variables.** Parameter estimates of the 4-parameter nonlinear regression analysis of herbicide rates causing 50% growth reduction (GR$_{50}$) show 5x resistance to dicamba in 9425R compared to 7710S. Standard Error listed in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Slope</th>
<th>Lower Limit</th>
<th>Upper Limit</th>
<th>GR$_{50}$</th>
<th>GR$_{50}$ R/S ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9425R</td>
<td>1.18 (0.24)</td>
<td>1.25 (4.86)</td>
<td>107.6 (4.9)</td>
<td>426.8 (79.86)</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7710S</td>
<td>1.95 (0.37)</td>
<td>0.07 (2.31)</td>
<td>98.4 (2.97)</td>
<td>83.38 (9.42)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 – SNP Calls and Differential Expression: Auxin Receptors and Transporters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annotation</th>
<th>Transcriptome Locus</th>
<th>Non-Synonymous SNPs</th>
<th>“Line”</th>
<th>“Treatment”</th>
<th>“Line*Treatment”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABP1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIR1</td>
<td>Locus_115</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFB3</td>
<td>Locus_536</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFB5</td>
<td>Locus_7918</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKP2A</td>
<td>Locus_6180</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIN3</td>
<td>Locus_2310</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIN4</td>
<td>Locus_28729</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIN5</td>
<td>Locus_19075</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABCB1</td>
<td>Locus_9522</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABCB19</td>
<td>Locus_14262</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUX1</td>
<td>Locus_3681</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAX2</td>
<td>Locus_875</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4 – F$_2$ Phenotypic Distribution. $X^2$ test for 3:1 inheritance of resistant to susceptible phenotype distribution in F$_2$ population confirms single-gene dominant inheritance of resistance phenotype.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Resistant</th>
<th>Susceptible</th>
<th>$X^2$</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.74074</td>
<td>0.3894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected</td>
<td>(135)</td>
<td>(45)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1 – Dicamba Dose Response Curves. 9425R is more resistant to dicamba treatment than 7710S. Each line was fit to a 4-parameter log-logistic curve. Bars represent standard error.
Figure 2 – Dicamba Dose Response Image. 9425R above shows greater resistance to dicamba than 7710S below. Dicamba treatments presented in g a.e. ha$^{-1}$. 
Figure 3 – RNA-seq Principle Components Analysis. Transcript-level expression shows primary differentiation of individuals by genetic background (PC 1) and secondarily by treatment (PC 2).
Figure 4 – GLM Terms: Venn Diagram. Genetic background (‘Line’) explains most of the significantly differentially expressed transcripts identified using the generalized linear model ($Y = \text{Line} + \text{Treatment} + \text{Line} \times \text{Treatment}$). Numbers represent individual transcripts.
Figure 5 – Line*Treatment Genecloud. GeneCloud analysis shows significant transcripts identified for the generalized linear model term, “Line*Treatment” are enriched for resistance, defense, stress, and transport-related keywords.
Figure 6 – Line*Treatment Heatmap. Clustered heatmap shows expression trends of all 386 significant contigs identified by the generalized linear model interaction term. Row names indicate the number of transcripts represented by each K-means cluster (“RC” = 9425R-Control, “RT” = 9425R-Treated, “SC” = 7710S-Control, “ST” = 7710S-Treated).
Figure 7 – Flavonol Biosynthesis Pathway in *Arabidopsis thaliana*. Image adapted from Murphy et al. (2000).
Figure 8 – Flavonol Biosynthesis: *in silico* Expression. RNA-seq expression data shows significant upregulation of flavonol biosynthesis in 9425R compared to 7710S.
Figure 9 – ABCB Auxin Transporters: *in silico* Expression. No significant differences in expression were identified for ABCB transporters with activities related to auxin transport.
Figure 10 – qRT-PCR and in silico Expression Regression. qRT-PCR expression values correlate with in silico expression values from RNA-seq. The relative CPM of each contig compared the geometric mean of the three housekeeping genes (Actin-1, ALS, SEC5). Linear regression $R^2$ values: WRKY23=0.69, CHS=0.66, F3'H=0.97, FLS=0.92.
Figure 11 – qRT-PCR Validation of Flavonol Biosynthesis Expression. qRT-PCR validation of RNA-seq confirms A) effect of “line” on CHS expression, B) “line*treatment” effect of F3’H and C) no significant differences for FLS.
Figure 12 – CHS Genomic Copy Number. Genomic copy number analysis shows no difference in CHS:ALS relative copy number between of 0.96 for 9425R and 1.12 for 7710S (n=3, bars represent the mean and standard deviation).
Figure 13 – Co-segregation of Flavonol Biosynthesis Expression Profile with Phenotype in F2. The dicamba-resistant phenotype (F2R) co-segregates in the F2 population with the 9425R parental transcription pattern for CHS, measured with qRT-PCR; transcription level of F3'H was significantly different between F2R and F2S, but did not follow the 9425R parental transcription pattern. No significant expression difference detected in FLS. Measurements taken 12 hours after dicamba treatment (n=16).
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APPENDIX: TWD1 GENOTYPING

INTRODUCTION

Role of TWD1 in Auxin Transport

The roles of ABCB transporters in auxin transport and plant development have been well described, but they are not able function as individual proteins. TWISTED DWARF 1 (TWD1) has been identified as a required partner for ABCB transporters to properly transport endogenous auxins. Analysis of A. thaliana mutants has demonstrated overlapping phenotypes between twd1 knockouts and ABCB transporter knockouts caused by mis-regulation of auxin transport (Kamphausen et al., 2002; Bailly et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2010; Henrichs et al., 2012). Therefore, nonsense mutations coding for premature stop codons or non-synonymous mutations causing conformational changes in TWD1 proteins could disrupt auxin transport, potentially conferring a dicamba-resistant phenotype.

METHODS

TWD1 Genotyping

Consensus sequences for both 7710S and 9425R were produced using RNA-seq alignment data from all eight individuals of each line. The SAMtools function ‘mpileup’ (Li et al., 2009) extracted summary information from all eight alignment files per line, a call for each base was made using the BCFutils function ‘call’, and VCFutils was implemented to convert the data to a fastq file. In addition, putative peptide sequences were determined from fastq data files for TWD1 by extracting the amino acid sequence of the longest open reading frame for each line as determined using the ExPASy Translate tool (Artimo et al., 2012).
Putative peptide sequences of the consensus cDNA sequences generated for the TWD1 transcript from 7710S, 9425R, and *Arabidopsis thaliana* Col-0 (Berardini et al., 2015) were aligned using Clustal Omega (Sievers et al., 2011) (Figure 14, Figure 15) with default parameters. A non-synonymous mutation was identified in TWD1 between 7710S and 9425R, producing an S262G substitution. This codon change entails a switch from an amino acid with a polar R-group capable of hydrogen bonding to an amino acid with a single hydrogen R-group. Notably, this change eliminates the capacity for hydrogen bonding at amino acid 262, greatly reduces the size of the amino acid, and could produce conformational changes in the protein structure.

**S262G KASP Assay**

A KASP assay was designed to genotype *K. scoparia* individuals at the position of amino acid 262 in the TWD1 locus. Primers were designed from TWD1 genomic sequence data (unpublished data) (Table 5). Genomic DNA was extracted from 24 F₂ individuals identified as resistant (n=12) and susceptible (n=12) from the forward genetics screen (see Chapter 2: Methods) using the CTAB method. Genomic DNA from each individual was diluted to 5 ng/µL. The primer mixture was made containing primers Ks_TWD1_For_FAM, Ks_TWD1_For_FAM, and Ks_TWD1_Rev at final concentrations of 12 µM, 12 µM, and 30µM respectively, diluted in nuclease-free water. A 2x master mix was produced with 432 µL 2x KASP Master Mix (LGC) and 11.88 µL primer mixture. KASP reactions of 8 µL: 4 µL master mix and 4 µL genomic DNA at 5 ng/µL were run with the following cycling protocol: 94°C for 15 min; followed by 10 cycles of 94°C for 20 sec, 61-55°C for 60 Sec (0.6°C touchdown per cycle); followed by 25 cycles of 94°C for 20 sec, and 55°C for 60 sec. HEX and FAM fluorescence was quantified after
cycle number 25 and calls were made using the Bio-Rad CFX-Connect Software. Samples from lines 7710S and 9425R were used as positive controls for TWD1 locus 572 alleles C (FAM primer) and T (HEX primer), respectively. Synthetic heterozygous positive controls were generated with 50:50 mixtures of genomic DNA from 7710S and 9425R. Reactions with 4 µL nuclease-free water in place of DNA template were used as negative controls.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Genotype calls for F_2R and F_2S individuals did not co-segregate with the predicted grandparental genotypes of 9425R and 7710S (Figure 16). This lack of correlation suggests that the observed mutation between 9425R and 7710S does not confer the differential dicamba response phenotypes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primer ID</th>
<th>Sequence (5′-3′)</th>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Allele</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ks_TWD1_For_FAM</td>
<td>GAA GGT GAC CAA GTT CAT GCT GCC TTG ACA TTG TTT TCA TCC TCA CT</td>
<td>FAM</td>
<td>7710S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ks_TWD1_For_HEX</td>
<td>GAA GGT CGG AGT CAA CGG ATT GCC TTG ACA TTG TTT TCA TCC TCA CC</td>
<td>HEX</td>
<td>9425R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ks_TWD1_Rev</td>
<td>GAA GTT CTG GTT ATA TGC TGT TAG GTC C</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Probe-specific oligonucleotide sequences underlined*
Figure 14 – TWD1 cDNA Alignment. Clustal Omega alignment of partial TWD1 cDNA sequences from 7710S 9425R, and A.thaliana (Col-0) shows the T572C substitution, which confers the S262G codon change (7710S->9425R).
**Figure 15 – TWD1 Protein Alignment.** Clustal Omega alignment of TWD1 amino acid sequences from 7710S (Scns) and 9425R (Rcns), and *A.thaliana* (TAIR) shows the S262G codon change (7710S->9425R).
Figure 16 – TWD1 F$_2$ Genotyping. KASP assay for S262G mutation does not show co-segregation of 7710S and 9425R genotypes with their respective phenotypes in the F$_2$ population. RFU = relative fluorescence units.